
FOREST ADAPTATION
PLANNING AND PRACTICES

~ ONLINE COURSE ~

Session 2: Understanding and Evaluating Climate Change 
Vulnerabilities

Tuesday, January 29, 2019

Web session etiquette:
• Mute your phone/microphone unless you are speaking to the group.
• If using the phone, turn off your computer speakers to avoid 

feedback and terrible noises.



Please turn on your webcams if you have them.
Please turn off your computer speakers if using  phone for audio.

Welcome Back! 



Today’s Agenda
Discussion: 10:00-10:45 am

▪ Homework Review
▪ Share your project ideas
▪ 3 min/ project

Lecture: 10:45-11:30 am 

▪ Step 2 introduction
▪ Key resources and concepts
▪ Assignment #2 due Monday, 

February 4



Where are we now?
Respondents: 6 groups

Rating: Disagree 1 to Agree (5)

Average response



Topics you are interested in:

Topic When we’ll cover it

How land managers plan adaptation strategies on a variety of scales Throughout the course

Expected shifts in forest composition due to climate change and the likelihood of 
natural migration of species

Step 2

Climate change impacts on the urban forest Step 2

Deeper understanding on how assisted species migration might affect local forest 
ecosystems

Step 2

What exactly is "climate resilience" and how can we manage forests for climate 
resiliency.

Step 4

Understand the concept of Resistance, Resilience, and Transition along with their 
corresponding strategies

Step 4

How to use the Adaptation Workbook, how to assess and identify vulnerabilities for 
different regions, becoming more familiar with vulnerabilities and impacts of 
climate change and appropriate responses/alternative management options

Throughout the course



Get to know your classmates

https://flipgrid.com/3df15679

Some of us have slacked, add your video today!



Introduce your project 
▪ Your name(s)
▪ Organization
▪ Project location 
▪ What are your key goals and objectives? 



Show us where your project 
is located!

▪ Use the Zoom “annotate” feature to add a symbol describing 
your project location.



Project Locations



Questions?

About Step #1?

Additional 
Tools or 

Resources?

Technological 
Difficulties?



Need a break?



Resource: Climate 
Change Assessments

Adaptation Workbook – Step 2!



Considering Climate Change



Key Question:
▪ How might the area be uniquely 

affected by climatic change and 
subsequent impacts?

▪ How might regional impacts be 
different in the project area?

Step 2



Regional Impacts:
Warmer temperatures
Altered precipitation
Longer growing seasons
Rising sea levels
More extreme events
Altered forest habitat

Step 2

How will 
my site be 
uniquely 

affected???

List of impacts are 
relevant to your region



Regional Climate Impacts
• Based on regional info

Projected 
increase in the  
frequency of 
days with very 
heavy 
precipitation 
(the wettest 2% 
of days), raising 
the risk of floods 
and nutrient 
pollution.

Site-specific Impacts 
• Based on your expertise

Source: KQED
National Climate Assessment (2014)
2041-2070 compared to 1971-2000 
(High emissions A2 scenario). NOAA 
NCDC / CICS-NC

Step 2



Mgmt. 
Unit/ Topic

Climate Change Impacts and Vulnerabilities

Regional For the Property or Project Area

From vulnerability assessments Based on your knowledge of the site

Forest in 
Lot C

More extreme precipitation 
events

Slope on east side of property may deliver 
nutrients from neighboring ag fields

Riparian 
forest

Boreal species will face 
increasing stress

Hemlock is projected to decline; loss of our 
hemlock riparian trees may contribute to 

increased water temperatures

Step 2
Regional Climate Impacts
• Based on regional info

Site-specific Impacts 
• Based on your expertise



Before you begin this step
1. Watch the video for your region or urban forests (~ 30 min) 

2. Assemble information about your project location, such as:
• Tree species lists/inventories.

• Landover, and flood maps

• Soil maps

• Digital elevation/topographic maps

• Facilities, road & culvert                                                   inventory

3. Review information specific
to your project area as listed in 
the course materials. 

Watch a video:
Step 1 Course Materials



Step 2 landing page

NIACS REGIONAL 
ASSESSMENTS



Step 2 landing page



NOAA State Summaries



Step 2 landing page

Tree Vulnerability 
Information



Tree Vulnerability Information



Tree Vulnerability Information





Climate Change Tree Atlas  

www.fs.fed.us/nrs/atlas



Heat and Hardiness Zones

https://goo.gl/iPpZCw

Explore “current” and projected end of century 
(high emissions: RCP 8.5):
- growing degree days
- plant hardiness zones
- heat zones

Historical End of Century



Non-natives, Cultivars, Rare
▪ Compare species heat and hardiness zone range tolerance to 

future, projected heat and hardiness zones. 



Heat Zone Maps 



Hardiness Zone Maps



Making a climate informed species 
list: Native species with Tree Atlas 

Information

Species Name Model Projections-
low emissions 

Model Projections-
high emissions

Adaptive Capacity Vulnerability

Red maple No change No change High Low

Red oak No change No Change Medium Medium

Sugar maple Decrease Decrease Medium Medium--high

Paper birch Decrease Decrease Low High



Making a climate informed species 
list: Species with no Tree Atlas 

information
Species Name Effect from zone 

shift-low emissions
Effect from zone 
shift-low emissions

Adaptive Capacity Vulnerability

Gingko No change No change High Low

Korean Fir No change No Change Medium Medium

Norway maple Medium Decrease High Medium

Gray birch Decrease Decrease Low High



Starting Step 2.1



Step 2.1: List of impacts REMOVE
IMPACT 

IF IT DOES 
NOT APPLY



Step 2.1: Supporting documentation

Click on reference to follow up



Step 2.1: Add Local Information

Get specific and tell us 
about the local factors 
that might modify the 

general climate impact



Step 2.1: Add Custom Impact 

Add your own. Check out 
the list of regional 

impacts for additional
Using the climate impacts 

viewer



Pro Tip: Stick to Impacts

Don't think about how these impacts will 
affect your management just yet.  

For now, just focus how climate change will 
affect the project area.



Questions?



How vulnerable is the forest 
type or management topic 

to climate change?

Step 2.2: Vulnerability Determination



What is vulnerability?
Vulnerability is the degree to which a system is 

susceptible to, and unable to cope with, adverse 
effects of climate change, including climate 

variability and extremes.

in other words:

Are climate change impacts going to cause 
substantial disruption to a particular system?



What is vulnerability?
Two components:

Vulnerability

Potential 
Impact

Adaptive 
Capacity



What is vulnerability?
Potential Impacts consider
▪ What  the system is exposed to

• Changes in temperature, rainfall, 
storms, dominant species, stressors

▪ How sensitive the systems is to 
those changes

Example
▪ Two forests could both be exposed to 3⁰F of warming
▪ A forest of spruce trees may be more sensitive to this 

impact than a forest of oak trees



What is vulnerability?
Potential Impacts consider
▪ What  the system is exposed to

• Changes in temperature, rainfall, 
storms, dominant species, stressors

▪ How sensitive the systems is to 
those changes

Big question: 
Are the potential impacts likely to support or 

disrupt the health and function of the system?



What is vulnerability?
Adaptive capacity considers
▪ How well the system can cope 

with the potential impacts.
▪ i.e., how resilient is the system?
(assuming no change in 
management intervention)

Example
▪ A forest containing a variety of northern species 

may have a greater capacity to adapt to warming 
than a forest containing one northern species.



What is vulnerability?
Adaptive capacity considers
▪ How well the system can cope 

with the potential impacts.
▪ i.e., how resilient is the system?
(assuming no change in 
management intervention)

Big question: 
How resilient is the system to potential impacts?



What is vulnerability?

Very supportive 
to system

Very disruptive 
to system

Low

High

Vulnerability

Low

Moderate

High

Impacts

Adaptive 
Capacity



Vulnerability Ratings

Mid-Atlantic Forest Ecosystem Vulnerability Assessment



Forest Vulnerability



Step 2.2: Vulnerability Determination

Use the sliders to represent 
potential impacts, adaptive 

capacity

Auto generates

“Moderate”



“High”

Step 2.2: Vulnerability Determination



Review potential regional 
climate impacts

Step 2.2: Vulnerability Determination



Step 2 Homework! 



Questions?



Homework
▪ Look at climate change impacts and vulnerability 

resources for your state and/or area

▪ Watch the video presentation Impacts of Climate 
Change on Urban Forests 

▪ Complete Step 2: Assessing Impacts & Vulnerability

▪ Complete the Homework section following Step 2

▪ Come to Session 3 (Tuesday, February 5th) ready to 
talk about your project area’s top vulnerabilities



Questions?
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